[1] An analytical model describing the combined effect of mass accomodation and net adsorption of trace gases on the surfaces of growing ice particles (trapping) is developed. An approximate solution for the release of trapped trace gases from evaporating ice particles is also given. The model fully accounts for the fact that atmospheric ice particles frequently experience substantial subsaturations and supersaturations. In such situations, pure adsorption models cannot be employed to calculate the trace gas uptake. Limiting cases are discussed in which uptake is solely controlled by gas diffusion (burial limit) or by surface kinetics (adsorption limit). The model results are expressed in terms of a nonreactive uptake coefficient for use in atmospheric models. Crucial factors controlling trapping are the rate of desorption (or net molecular escape rate) and the ice growth rate. Trace gase molecules can be effectively trapped in bulk ice even at low ice supersaturations when their times of adsorption are sufficiently long. The trapping model may help provide physically sound interpretations of field and laboratory measurements of trace gas uptake on growing ice surfaces. Previous global model studies of nitric acid uptake in cirrus clouds only considering adsorption likely underestimated the resulting dentrification, because the vertical redistribution is driven by the largest ice crystals which trap nitric acid most efficiently.
Introduction
[2] The understanding of the physical processes governing uptake and incorporation of trace gases in ice crystals and snowflakes is crucial for quantifying the effects of heterogeneous chemistry in the present and future climate [World Meteorological Organization (WMO) , 2003] and the chemical composition of polar ice cores used to reconstruct our past climate [Legrand, 1994] .
[3] The term trapping refers to the irreversible, nonreactive uptake of trace gases on solid particles which grow due to an external forcing. More specifically, in this work, trapping refers to the combined effect of mass accomodation and desorption of molecules at an ice crystal surface that grows from the vapor phase by the deposition of water (H 2 O) molecules.
[4] Previous theoretical studies have examined the interaction of trace gases with ice particles by means of surface adsorption models [e.g., Tabazadeh et al., 1999; Carslaw and Peter, 1997] . While this may be adequate to study the interaction with nongrowing surfaces in thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, pure adsorption models are incapable of adequately describing the considerable variability in observed nitric acid (HNO 3 ) content in cirrus ice crystals [Popp et al., 2004] .
[5] Adsorption models do not consider that atmospheric ice crystals frequently grow and evaporate during the lifecycle of clouds. A plethora aircraft and remote sensing measurements reveal that cloud elements evolve in a highly dynamic environment. Fluctuations of temperature on various spatial and temporal scales cause the frequent occurrence of subsaturations and supersaturations, and hence the ice particles are hardly found in steady state conditions over an extended period of time. Here, we develop and examine for the first time an analytical model that fully accounts for the fact that gas-ice interactions take place in a dynamic, non-steady-state ambient environment.
[6] We suggest that gas phase diffusion of trace gas molecules toward growing ice crystals in addition to surface kinetics is a prerequisite for a proper description of uptake. We show that the effects of trapping can be expressed in terms of a nonreactive uptake coefficient that depends on the temperature, ice particle size and radial growth rate, and the gas diffusion coefficient, sticking probability, and rate of desorption of trace gas molecules. Diffusion of the trace gas into the ice phase is not important for trapping on the timescales of interest. We delineate limiting cases where trapping is solely controlled by gas diffusion (burial limit) or by surface kinetics (adsorption limit). We also propose a method to treat the release of the trace gas along with H 2 O from evaporating ice crystals.
[7] The analytical model is described and examined in sections 2 and 3. Applications of the results in a detailed numerical process model are presented in section 4. A discussion of uncertainties and the conclusions are given in sections 5 and 6, respectively. Appendices A, B, and C focus on an estimate of the diffusion of molecules into bulk ice, a modification of the model to describe trapping on growing ice films in free molecular flow, and the numerical solution of the model equations, respectively.
Model

Ice Crystal Growth
[8] If the air is supersaturated with respect to the ice phase, ice crystals will grow by deposition of H 2 O (subscript w) molecules at their surfaces. Air temperature T and pressure P are given and are not affected by crystal growth or evaporation, and differences between particle and air temperature can be ignored in cirrus or polar stratospheric cloud conditions (185 K < T < 235 K). The diffusional growth law for spherical ice particles with radius a can be written as [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997] 
with the volume n w of H 2 O molecules in ice, the diffusion coefficient D w (P, T ) of H 2 O molecules in air, Boltzmann's constant k B , the ice saturation ratio S i , the saturation vapor pressure over ice p i (T ), and the Kelvin term d accounting for the enhancement of p i over small crystals. The function b w (a) interpolates between the kinetic (aa w ) 4D w /u w ) and the diffusion (aa w ( 4D w /u w ) limit, where a w is the deposition coefficient of H 2 O molecules on ice and u w = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 8k B T = pm w ð Þ p is their mean thermal speed. Finally, in u w , m w denotes the mass of an H 2 O molecule.
[9] For simplicity, we omit in equation (1) ventilation effects that become important for large (a > 50 mm) crystals, latent heat effects (/p i ) that become important for T > 235 K, and shape corrections accounting for a possible nonspherical habit of ice crystals, in which case a denotes the radius of a volume-equivalent sphere. All of these effects are straightforward to implement in equation (1).
[10] The above expression for b w holds under the assumption that all molecules leaving the ice surface are instantaneously thermalized. In reality, the molecules first have to travel a distance of the order of one mean free path (3D w /u w ) in order to collide with air molecules and thermalize. The correct form of b including this effect differs only slightly from equation (1).
Trace Gas Trapping
[11] Trace species may deposit on the surfaces of ice crystals, besides H 2 O. The number of molecules taken up by gas diffusion per unit time is given by
where n 1 is the trace gas concentration far away from the ice particle. As for equation (1), this expression may easily be extended to include the effects of ventilation and crystal shape, while the latent heat correction is negligible owing to the low trace gas concentrations.
[12] If the air above the ice particle is exactly at saturation (a = const.), an adsorption equilibrium establishes between the trace gas and the ice particle surfaces, as discussed in section 2.3. If the ice particles evaporate, the trace gas will leave the ice particles along with H 2 O. If the ice particles grow, trace gas molecules may become trapped by deposition of many ice layers. Trapping is irreversible as long as S i > d. This work investigates the trapping process in more detail and extends equation (2) to include this effect.
[13] The efficiency of trapping depends on the probability of the trace gas molecules to accomodate at the surface and on the probability to desorb, or in more general terms, escape from the surface, after successful uptake. Further, the trapping efficiency must depend on the radial growth rate _ a > 0 of the ice crystals. We argue later in section 2.4 that diffusion of gas molecules into the ice phase is unimportant for ice crystal growth under atmospheric conditions.
[14] While for rapidly growing ice crystals, all available trace gas molecules will be buried in the bulk of the ice, the trapping efficiency will decrease and approach the pure adsorption limit as _ a ! 0. The dimensionless parameter
represents the ratio of the ''gas diffusion velocity'' D/a and the velocity _ a of the phase boundary. Alternatively, it can be viewed as the ratio of the growth timescale a/ _ a and the gas diffusion timescale a 2 /D.
Surface Kinetics
[15] Before we set up and solve the model equations, we examine the kinetics of adsorption and desorption of molecules at the ice surface in more detail. We use this information to define the boundary condition for our problem in section 2.5.
[16] We use the subscripts + and À to denote gas phase and ice phase at the phase boundary (i.e., at the radial position r = a), respectively. The number of molecules adsorbing at the surface from the gas phase per unit surface area and per unit time is given by n + Á a + u/4, with the mass accomodation (or deposition, condensation) coefficient a + . The number of molecules leaving the ice surface (in the same units) can be cast into the form n À d Á k, with the first order desorption rate k(T) and the surface depth d.
[17] The term n À d can be viewed as a depth-integrated number of molecules per cm 2 of ice particle surface area. The surface concentration n À d is equivalent to q/s, where q is the fractional surface coverage and s is the surface area per available adsorption site. As q = 1 is equivalent to n À max = 1/(sd), we identify sd as the volume per adsorption site, hence d as the average thickness of a (partial) molecular layer adsorbed at the ice surface.
[18] The desorption rate can be written as k = a À wexp[ÀQ/ (k B T)], with the evaporation coefficient a À , the frequency w of oscillations of adsorbed molecules perpendicular to the surface, and the heat of adsorption Q > 0 [de Boer, 1968] . Its inverse, 1/k, is the time of adsorption of the trace gas molecules at the ice surface. We will assume a + = a À = a throughout this work.
[19] The dimensionless parameter
measures the desorption flux relative to the adsorption flux. Rewriting the equilibrium relation n + au/4 = n À kd allows us to relate l to the equilibrium constant K(T) for adsorption,
where p + = n + k B T. Note that a cancels out in equations (4) and (5). We note that the value of Q may depend on T as the nature of the ice surface changes with T, and the exponential prefactor of k is only an upper limit value valid for mobile adsorption. These values may be adjusted for specific molecules once they have been validated for ice surfaces.
[20] We are fully aware of the fact that the first order desorption rate introduced here may not always be adequate to describe the surface kinetics. However, it is a convenient tool the examine the relative roles of the different processes and timescales controlling trapping in a first approach. If other processes influence the time the molecules spend on the ice surface, we suggest here to view k as an effective molecular escape rate, see also section 2.4. Modifications of k in this sense are further discussed in section 5.4.
Basic Model Assumptions
[21] Our model is based on two key assumptions.
[22] 1. Diffusion of trace gas molecules toward the ice particle surface (r > a) can be approximated by a steady state profile.
[23] The timescale over which gas phase diffusion comes into steady state is given by a 2 /D. As D is of the order 0.1-1 cm 2 s
À1
, even for large ice crystals with a = 100 mm, this timescale is in the range 0.1-1 ms.
[24] Ambient variables such as a, T, and n 1 change over much longer timescales. For instance, the timescale a/ _ a of radial growth from equation (1) is >1 min for T < 235 K and S i À d = 0.1, increasing exponentially when T decreases. Hence assumption 1 leads to k ) 1, valid for any value _ a ! 0. It is easy to verify that this condition holds at all T below the melting point of ice. The gas diffusion timescale also applies to situations where the steady state concentration profile is not spatially uniform.
[25] 2. Diffusion of trace gas molecules into the ice particles (r < a) can be neglected.
[26] The timescale for molecular diffusion within bulk ice is given by a 2 /D i . Here, D i decreases exponentially with decreasing T and is typically below 5 Â 10 À13 cm 2 s À1 at T < 235 K. This value holds for self-diffusion of H 2 O in ice [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997] and may serve to roughly approximate the order of magnitude of D i for other molecules as well. Hence, even for small ice crystals with a = 10 mm, this timescale is >550 h.
[27] If we opted to include ice phase diffusion, a steady state approximation would only be justified if D i ( a _ a (see Appendix A); other cases, in particular the case _ a = 0, would require a non-steady-state solution. However, because the timescale a 2 /D i is so much longer than a/ _ a, we may ignore molecular diffusion within ice. Assumption 2 implies that uptake is confined to an infinitely thin surface layer.
[28] Our model does not resolve all processes that may take place in the real surface layer. One example may be rapid diffusion into a disordered surface layer of water. However, we think that such modifications do not invalidate our trapping model and could be incorporated into an effective escape rate instead of using the simple desorption rate from section 2.3. More details are presented in section 5. The physics of trapping outlined above is summarized in Figure 1 .
Trapping Equations and Solution
[29] Following assumption 1, the steady state flux at the phase boundary r = a of molecules diffusing in air toward a spherical particle is given by (n + À n 1 )D/a [Crank, 1956] , where n 1 = n(r ) a). Figure 1 . Schematic of processes associated with the trapping of trace gas molecules by growing ice particles. The coordinate axes refer to the radial number density profile of the molecules, while the spherical segment illustrates the processes occurring at the gas-ice interfacial boundary. The gas profile inside ice is plotted as a dotted curve to indicate that diffusion in ice is negligible over the timescales of interest. The solution n(r ! a) quickly assumes a quasi-steady-state upon changes in a.
[30] In a reference frame moving with the velocity _ a > 0 in the direction of increasing r, the total flux f at r = a is the sum of the advective flux, Àn _ a, and the diffusion flux:
where we ignored diffusion into the ice particle (assumption 2). The boundary condition describing net adsorption of molecules at a boundary moving with velocity _ a > 0 is given by
where we use the adsorption model introduced in section 2.3.
[31] The fluxes (6a), (6b), and (6c) must be continuous at the phase boundary:
constituting a set of two algebraic equations for the two unknowns n + and n À , the solution of which is given by
In the limit b(k À 1)l ) 1, we find n À ! n 1 /l, representing the full equilibrium solution with zero net adsorption and vanishing total flux, i.e., n 1 = n + = ln À and thus _ a = 0.
[32] We recall that equation (8b) is only valid for k ) 1, otherwise the steady state assumption breaks down. Hence our final practical solution reads
The net number of trace gas molecules trapped per ice particle per unit time is given by
Inserting the asymptotic expression (9), the final solution reads
where we have defined the dimensionless trapping efficiency e, which describes the transition from adsorption to burial and replaces b in equation (2).
[33] Uptake coefficients are widely used in atmospheric heterogeneous chemistry. They enable the combined effects of gas and liquid phase diffusion, solubility, and chemical reaction in liquid aerosol particles to be described in the framework of the gas diffusion rates of the reactant molecules. Here we develop a similar concept to describe the nonreactive trapping of trace gases in growing ice particles.
[34] The uptake coefficient g is defined as the overall net flux of molecules into the ice particle divided by the (maximum) kinetic collision flux at r = a,
Inserting equation (9) and using again k ) 1, it is easy to show that g takes the form
with the trapping efficiency defined in equation (11). By comparing equations (11) and (13) we see that e and g are related via
We note in passing that g is identical to the burial coefficient defined by Yin et al. [2002] .
[35] Equations (11) and (13) have the following limiting cases.
[36] 1. bkl ( 1 ) e ! b + 1/k (burial limit). Diffusion or ice particle growth are fast and desorption plays no role in trapping; i.e., the net uptake does not depend on l.
[37] In the case bk ) 1, we find
this represents diffusion-limited burial, which maximizes when b ! 1. If b ( 1 because the impinging molecules do not accomodate efficiently and/or the ice particles are very small, we obtain kinetically-limited burial from equation (15a):
[38] In the case bk ( 1, we find
this represents ice particle growth-dominated burial.
[39] 2. bkl ) 1 ) e ! [1 + 1/(bk)]/(kl) (adsorption limit). Diffusion or ice particle growth are slow so that trapping is controlled by the surface kinetics and uptake is dominated by the rate of desorption.
[40] In the case bk ) 1, we find
[41] In the case bk ( 1, we find
Note that e ( b in equation (15c) and e ( 1/k in equation (15d).
[42] The molar ratio m = N/N w of trace gas and H 2 O molecules in ice is given by m = (dN/dt)/(dN w /dt), where dN w /dt = 4pa 2 _ a/n w > 0 is the deposition rate of H 2 O molecules that follows from equation (1).
[43] In Appendix B we provide a solution to the same problem in planar geometry for molecules moving in free molecular flow. Such a model may be adequate, perhaps with suitable modifications, to describe nonreactive uptake in Knudsen cell experiments.
Solution for Evaporating Ice Crystals
[44] Upon evaporation of H 2 O molecules in subsaturated ambient air (S i < 1), the trapped gas molecules may coevaporate and reenter the gas phase. In principle, equation (11) allows us to track the radial distribution of trapped molecules as a function of time, if the adsorbed molecules become truly buried, and this distribution could form the basis for a solution describing the release of trace gases. However, a steady state solution similar to what we have derived above for trapping is not possible in this case.
[45] We identify two reasons for the failure of a steady state ansatz. First, let us assume, for illustration, that the trace gas is uniformly distributed within the ice particle. Then, even a very small value of D i will change n À significantly over a small depth close to the ice surface compared to the remaining concentration n(r < a). Second, a limited number of trace gas molecules evaporating from a thin surface shell is clearly unable to instantaneously control the entire distribution n(r > a) up to n 1 .
[46] One way to proceed would be to seek a timedependent solution of the evaporation problem, which, however, would lack the desired simplicity for applications of our model. Another aspect is that most atmospheric models are not designed to compute and store the radial distribution of gases in ice particles, so this information would not be available for accurate computations of trace gas release.
[47] Therefore we propose that it may be sufficient to approximate
during ice evaporation, where dN w /dt < 0 is the evaporation rate of H 2 O molecules.
[48] Equation (16) essentially assumes a uniform mixing ratio m = N/N w in the ice at any instant. While this may not always be appropriate for tracking the individual temporal history of N for a single ice crystal, we believe that this approach is suitable for any statistical evaluation of the trace gas partitioning averaged over the life cycle of one ore more ice clouds. Such statistical analyses are suitable for comparisons with field observations of gas-ice interactions.
Analysis of Model Results
[49] Using the ice vapor pressure p i = p 0 exp[ÀL/(k B T)] with p 0 = 3.445 Â 10 10 mb and the heat of sublimation L = 12.2 kcal/mol [Marti and Mauersberger, 1993] and combining equations (3) and (4), we find the following scaling of the product kl with T:
We evaluate this expression for P = 200 mb, a = 10 mm, S i À d = 0.05, and a w = 0.5. Fixed parameters include n w = 3 Â 10 À23 cm 3 , w = 10 13 s
À1
, d = 1 nm, and m = 4m w . The latter parameters are the masses of trace gas and H 2 O molecules. The dependence of kl on P, a, and a w is rather weak.
[50] The resulting product is shown in Figure 2 as a function of T for selected values of Q given as labels at each curve. The exponential prefactor T c is a weak function of T with c in the range 0.5 -2.5, so that we can expect kl to be essentially dominated by the difference between Q and L. In fact, for Q % L, there is almost no dependence on T, while kl increases (decreases) moderately for Q > L (Q < L). In contrast, there is a marked dependence on Q. The fact that most of the changes occur near Q = L indicates that we deal with physical adsorption phenomena.
[51] As 1/k is the time of adsorption (recall section 2.3), kd can be viewed as an escape velocity of molecules due to desorption. Hence the product kl from equation (17) measures the effectiveness of desorption relative to ice growth. The analytical solution derived in section 2.5 shows that kl is the key factor controlling the efficiency of trapping. [52] Decreasing kl causes trapping to become more effective. This can be accomplished, at fixed T, by either decreasing l via increases of Q, or by increasing _ a, that is, the flux of H 2 O molecules to the ice particles, via increases of (S i À d).
[53] In Figures 3 and 4 we show the trapping efficiency e from equation (11) and the uptake coefficient g from equation (13) as a function of Q for selected values of T and a. The curves represent the limit bk ) 1 and exhibit the following general trends.
[54] Both e and g take their limiting values b and a, respectively, when Q increases above 8 -12 kcal/mol, depending on a, because the time of adsorption increases and more trace gas molecules can become buried. In this regime, uptake of trace gas molecules is only limited by the rate of their gas phase diffusion toward the growing ice particles, or by a. Variations introduced by changing T are rather small, but become important for lower values of Q, where trapping is reduced and the rate at which gases are trapped become sensitive to the ice growth rate and the desorption rate. In this regime, both e and g decrease /1/(kl). The exact value of Q for which the transition from adsorption to burial occurs also depends on the choices for a, S i , and m, besides on a.
[55] The cases with bk ( 1 are not achieved for the above choice of parameters. This limit is only approached for extremely low accomodation coefficients; hence equations (15b) and (15d) are hardly encountered in practice.
[56] Figure 5 shows the uptake coefficient as a function of the supersaturation over the ice particle for fixed T and a. The flux of water molecules toward the ice particles is proportional to (S i À d), recall equation (1). We plot g for selected values of Q. Besides the strong dependence of uptake on Q, Figure 5 shows that trapping is efficient (g > 10
À3
) even at very low supersaturations (<1%), if Q is sufficiently high (>11 kcal/mol).
[57] This is explained by the following estimate. The number of ice monolayers (ML) created by impinging H 2 O molecules within a time Dt is given by ML = Dt Á s _ a/n w $ 1.5 Dt [s] at T = 210 K, a = 10 mm, and S i À d = 0.01. Setting Dt = 1/k yields Dt $ 1 s for a = 0.1 and Q = 11.5 kcal/mol.
[58] The maximum supersaturations over ice that are observed in cirrus or polar stratospheric cloud conditions are limited by the homogeneous freezing relative humidities of liquid aerosol particles, which typically exceed S i = 1.5. Hence we may expect trapping to be especially effective in the early growth phase of ice particles shortly after freezing.
Application
Numerical Simulations
[59] We apply our results in the microphysical aerosolcirrus model APSCm (Advanced Particle Simulation Code) along atmospheric air parcel trajectories. The version used here calculates aerosol particle growth and evaporation, ice crystal nucleation, growth and sublimation, and trace gas trapping and evaporation from ice particles. The physics of the code has been described in detail elsewhere [Kärcher, 2003] . In Appendix C, we briefly describe how equations (10) and (16) are solved numerically in the APSCm.
[60] Below we demonstrate how the phase partitioning of a trace gas depends on assumed temperatures and heats of adsorption in idealized cloud scenarios. More realistic scenarios need to incorporate sedimentation of large ice crystals. Such a model set-up would allow to calculate the vertical redistribution of trace gases upon trapping in higher cloud levels and subsequent release from evaporating ice particles at the cloud base. The ice particles in our simulations remain relatively small, for which reason we underestimate the amount of trace gas removal from the gas phase.
[61] Aerosol particles are assumed to consist of aqueous sulfuric acid, which freeze homogeneously at temperatures in the range 3 -4 K below the frost point, corresponding to S i ! 1.5. As we focus on gas-ice interactions, the trace gas is not allowed to dissolve in the liquid particles in the model. The total trace gas volume mixing ratio c = n 1 Á k B T/P is 0.5 ppb, and P ' 200 mb.
[62] We select 3 heats of adsorption (Q = 8, 11, 14 kcal/mol) to cover the wide range of conditions seen in Figures 3 and 4 . We consider a cold case (T = 190 -205 K, initialized at S i = 1) and a warm case (T = 215-230 K, [63] The curve (T(t) À T b ) is shown in Figure 6a over a period of $2.75 days. It has been created using a simple stochastic model provided by B. Gary (Mesoscale temperature fluctuations: An overview, available at http:// reductionism.net.seanic.net/bgary.mtp2/isentrop/index.html, 2002). The resulting ambient ice supersaturation (S i À 1) and ice cloud surface area density A = R 4pa 2 (dn i /da)da are given in Figures 6b and 6c , respectively, for the cold (blue) and warm (red) case.
[64] The initial mesoscale cooling triggers ice formation after 6 h of simulation time, causing A to increase rapidly. In the cold (warm) case, the cloud persists with up to A ' 10 3 (10 4 ) mm 2 /cm 3 until the final warming at t = 66 h. Relative to the cold cloud, the warm cloud exhibits a somewhat larger scatter of A and a smaller scatter of S i , as the H 2 O deposition and evaporation rates are faster the higher T. As long as cloud ice exists, S i oscillates around saturation, causing trace gas molecules being consecutively trapped and released along with H 2 O. The amplitudes of these oscillations tend to increase with t because T decreases which in turn causes the timescale for interaction of H 2 O molecules with ice particles to increase.
[65] The resulting fraction of trace gas molecules present in the ice phase, f i , is shown in Figures 6d, 6e , and 6f for Q = 8, 10, and 14 kcal/mol, respectively. As expected, fewer molecules partition into the ice phase when Q decreases. One would expect to see higher f i in the cold cases relative to the warm cases, but this increase is overcompensated by the higher cloud surface area A, see Figure 6c , so that f i in both cases are comparable most of the time. [66] By Figure 6 we convey three important messages. First, we observe a strong sensitivity of f i on Q between 8 -12 kcal/mol. The f i -curves also closely follow the variability in supersaturation. Second, most of the trapping occurs in the initial growth phase right after ice nucleation owing to the high supersaturation. Later on, trapping is enhanced in cooling phases, but trace gas molecules frequently evaporate during transient warming phases. Third, although S i frequently crosses the line S i = 1 at which point _ a = 0, fluctuations of S i drive the ice particles out of equilibrium most of the time, rendering the application of pure adsorption models suspect.
Relating the Results to HNO 3 Uptake in Cirrus Clouds
[67] Although attempts to model real scenarios and comparisons with observations will be the subject of future work, it is useful to relate the results shown in Figure 6 to the uptake of HNO 3 in ice clouds. This trace gas is present in concentrations ranging from several tens of ppt up to several ppb in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.
[68] Most observations report HNO 3 surface coverages (q), but we find it difficult to compare our results with such data. We argue that f is a better quantity to compare with models. This is because a potentially large and highly variable fraction of HNO 3 may actually reside in the ice particle volume. We agree with Popp et al. [2004] that any value of Q inferred (via q) from gas phase and particulate HNO 3 data taken in the field cannot be regarded as a fundamental thermodynamic parameter unless the data can be corrected for the effect of trapping, e.g., by knowing the history of HNO 3 -ice interactions along actual air parcels.
[69] Laboratory measurements suggest that a ! 0.3 [Hanson, 1992] and Q = 10.5 ± 4 kcal/mol [Bartels-Rausch et al., 2002] for HNO 3 adsorption on ice. Unfortunately, the experimental uncertainty of ±4 kcal/mol for Q is too large to serve as a robust constraint in uptake models owing to the strong sensitivity of e and hence f i near 10 kcal/mol. Future measurements, or more detailed analyses of existing data, may help reduce this uncertainty.
[70] Referring to Figure 6e , and assuming that a value of Q near 10 kcal/mol is appropriate for HNO 3 , our model suggests that HNO 3 may be at times present in cloud ice, in accord with field observations in the polar and subtropical tropopause regions [Kondo et al., 2003; Popp et al., 2004] . Less HNO 3 uptake was observed in the upper troposphere at midlatitudes, with lower HNO 3 abundances, lower A, and higher T [Ziereis et al., 2004] , again in qualitative agreement with the predictions of our model. More detailed model comparisons to measurements are required to draw a definite conclusion on this point.
Discussion of Uncertainties
[71] Our assumption of vanishing diffusion of gases into the ice phase (on the timescales of interest) results in an infinitely thin surface region (recall section 2.4). Most of the uncertainties discussed below are tied to the inability of the model to resolve microphysical processes that occur in the interface between bulk ice and the gas phase.
Modification of Water Uptake by Adsorbed Molecules
[72] Growth of ice crystals may occur via two-dimensional nucleation at preferred surface sites, such as edges or dislocations [Hobbs, 1974] . Molecules adsorbed at the ice surface may block active growth sites for impinging H 2 O molecules. This could lead to changes of the crystal habit, growth rate, and size which are not considered in our model. We expect equation (1) to be a good approximation in many practical cases where the number of trace gas molecules present at the ice surfaces is typically smaller than the number of active growth sites.
[73] However, we cannot rule out the possibility that water uptake could be modified, in particular at very low supersaturations. At this point, with the exception of the observations reported by Gao et al. [2004] , we have no direct evidence that this actually occurs in the atmosphere in cirrus and polar stratospheric cloud conditions. If it occurs, our model can still be applied, but equation (1) has to be replaced by a suitable expression describing the influence of adsorbed gases on dN w /dt.
Radial Trace Gas Distribution Within Ice
[74] We assume that trapped molecules become quickly locked within the bulk crystal structure. This should be an excellent approximation in the fast growth (burial) case. In slow growth conditions, foreign molecules might be expelled toward the surface during growth if they do not fit well in the crystal lattice. While this alters the radial distribution of trapped molecules, our model can still be applied to calculate the partitioning of trace gases between the gas and the ice particle phase.
[75] If the molecules expelled to the surface desorb faster than new layers of ice deposit onto the surface, our model will tend to overestimate the amount of molecules in ice. In this limit, however, only few molecules will become trapped, so this uncertainty does not introduce serious errors.
Limited Adsorption on Ice Crystal Surfaces
[76] Our physical adsorption model allows unlimited uptake and is a good approximation when the number of trace gas molecules is too low to form one or more monolayers at the ice particle surface before the next layers of ice are deposited. This is probably the case for most gases interacting with cirrus or polar stratospheric clouds. Otherwise, the surface may saturate, implying deviations from equation (5). Such deviations may also be brought about by coadsorption of other foreign trace gas molecules.
[77] However, not all gases saturate upon physical adsorption, and surface saturation taking place during particle growth would only be relevant in the adsorption limited cases (15c) and (15d). Besides this, for a given trace gas, it may not always be clear to estimate the exact value s of the maximum number of available adsorption sites on the surface of an atmospheric ice crystal. Further, it is sometimes difficult to establish the specific functional form of an adsorption isotherm in laboratory uptake experiments. Finally, the effects on g of uncertainties in determining Q or k (e.g., see section 4.2) can be much more important than the exact knowledge of the specific form of the adsorption isotherm.
[78] Hence we consider surface saturation effects not to be a critical issue for our purpose. A simple estimate under which conditions our model would possibly lead to an overestimation of uptake is as follows. Adsorption may become saturated whenever n À = n + /l ' n 1 /l ! 1/(sd), see section 2.5. Inserting (4) yields
evaluating u with m = 4m w and T = 215 K, and using P = 200 mbar, s = 10 À15 cm 2 , and w = 10 13 s
À1
, yields a rough estimate, in practical units,
e.g., Q > 14 kcal/mol for c = 1 ppb and T = 215 K.
Kinetic Processes at the Phase Boundary
[79] In section 2.3, we have expressed the rate k in terms of the heat of adsorption and subsequently discussed results in terms of Q. However, owing to the relatively high vapor pressure of ice, the ice surface is highly dynamic even at thermodynamic equilibrium. Typically, 10 -1000 monolayers (ML) are exchanged per second at equilibrium between 180 -210 K [Haynes et al., 1992] . Therefore, in the limit _ a = 0, adsorbed molecules may be affected by the dynamic exchange of H 2 O molecules at the ice surface when the time of adsorption 1/k exceeds the exchange time t of ice monolayers, which follows from ML/t = s(a w u w /4)p i /(k B T), namely,
Evaluating u w in (19a) at T = 215 K, using a w = 0.5, w = 10 13 s
À1
, s = 10 À15 cm 2 , and assuming that ML = 5 suffices to modify adsorption compared to a fully static surface yields the rough estimate
e.g., Q > 9 kcal/mol for a = 0.1 and T = 215 K. Note that this equilibrium consideration must not be confused with cases where _ a > 0.
[80] Working with simple adsorption/desorption kinetics may also become inadequate at high temperatures, when the ice surface layer becomes increasingly disordered, or when a surface film forms driven by the presence of solutes, either originating from the gas phase or from scavenging of small aerosol droplets.
[81] Measurements of k will account for the above effects, and in such cases it is favorable to interpret k more generally as an escape rate of the trace gas molecules, i.e., as an effective first order rate that incorporates the above effects. Then, k may still depend on Q, but may depend on other physical parameters describing the overall probability to escape from the dynamic or disordered surface as well.
Conclusions
[82] We have presented the first rigorous analytical treatment of the combined effect of mass accomodation and desorption of trace gases on the surfaces of growing ice particles. An approximate solution for the reverse process, the release of trapped trace gases from evaporating ice particles, is also given. The model fully accounts for the dynamic environment in which atmospheric gas-ice interactions are known to take place.
[83] The trapping efficiency and an equivalent nonreactive uptake coefficient are shown to depend on the temperature, ice particle size and radial growth rate, and the gas diffusion coefficient, sticking probability, and rate of desorption of trace gas molecules. Trapping is shown to be controlled by the rate of desorption and the ice growth rate. Trace gases can be effectively trapped in bulk ice even at low ice supersaturations (<1%) when their desorption rates are sufficiently low.
[84] While our model does not resolve all conceivable microphysical processes taking place in a finite surface region separating gas and ice phase, it may still be applied when the desorption rates are interpreted as effective first order escape rates that account for unresolved processes. Cases where gases attached to the ice surface alter the uptake of H 2 O molecules may be handled by introducing appropriate ice growth rates.
[85] One way to validate the trapping model is to perform laboratory experiments under controlled, close-toatmospheric conditions. Alternatively, segments of airborne measurements along Lagrangian flight tracks could be analysed, or existing upper tropospheric data sets could be interpreted by a statistical model analysis.
[86] We have demonstrated, in the context of a microphysical cirrus model, that our approach is useful in carrying out detailed simulations of the atmospheric impact of trapping and will help integrate data from measurements of the phase partitioning with physical theory. It may be possible to combine the uptake coefficient for trapping with reactive uptake coefficients [Carslaw and Peter, 1997] , permitting to predict the effects of heterogeneous chemical reactions competing with desorption or escape. This possibly provides new insights into the heterogeneous chemistry induced by cirrus or polar stratospheric cloud particles.
[87] The trapping and evaporation equations can easily be implemented in global chemistry-transport models with explicit cloud microphysics and may help improve previous estimates of the chemical effects of vertical redistribution of trace gases trapped in cirrus clouds [Lawrence and Crutzen, 1998 ].
[88] More specifically, our trapping model can be employed to reanalyze the uptake of HNO 3 in cirrus clouds and the resulting denitrification of the upper troposphere. Denitrification is driven by the largest ice crystals which potentially trap HNO 3 most efficiently and sediment to lower altitudes where they release HNO 3 upon evaporation. Previous model studies have considered surface adsorption as the only loss of gaseous HNO 3 and thus likely underestimate the degree of dentrification.
[89] Our model is, of course, not limited to HNO 3 -ice interactions. Other atmospherically important species such as hydrogen chloride, hydrogen peroxide, sulfur dioxide, and certain organic vapors can be described as well.
so that f = n Á gu/4. The following limiting cases are identified.
[97] 1. kl ( 1 (burial limit). Here g = a and f = nau/4 when k ) 1 (gas kinetic burial) and g = a/k and f = n_ x when k ( 1 (ice-growth dominated burial).
[98] 2. kl ) 1 (adsorption limit). Here g = a/(kl) and f = nau/4 Á _ x/(kd) when k ) 1 and g = a/(k 2 l) and f = n_ x Á _ x/(kd) when k ( 1. Similar to the spherical case, the limiting cases comprise dependences dN/dt / (dN w /dt) c , with c = 0Á Á Á2.
[99] When finalizing this manuscript, we learned about laboratory experiments demonstrating enhanced uptake of hydrogen chloride by growing ice films [Abbatt et al., 1992; T. Huthwelker, personal communication, 2004] . A model similar to equation (B3) has been independently developed Figure B1 . Schematic of processes occurring during trapping of trace gases in growing ice films in planar, free molecular flow. and applied to the latter measurements. A preliminary data analysis indicates that the same processes described in our paper have caused gas trapping in these experiments. This increases confidence that the trapping concept is capable of providing consistent interpretations of laboratory uptake experiments [Huthwelker, 1999] , besides simulating related processes occurring in the atmosphere.
